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To Be Checked Against Delivery

Notes for Broadcast to be delivered by the

Right Hon. Sir Stafford Cripps, Minister of Aircraft

production, after The 9 o ’ clock news tonight.

Tonight I am speaking primarily to those millions of workers and their families

who are now engaged with me in providing the aeroplanes and weapons with which our

very gallant airmen in the Navy and in the Air Force arc taking the offensive

against the enemy in every battle area.

Ours is a very heavy responsibility - not only in quantity but in quality too.

Every hour of the day and night there are fighter pilots and bomber crews

flying the machines that you have built far over land and sea. You have a part in

every exploit they undertake; it is upon your care and your thoroughness that their

prowess and their lives depend.

A careless act, a let-up - even for a short time - in putting your best skill

into the work may mean their death a week later, A machine safely brought through
ice and snow, through flak and fighter attack, is your victory as well as theirs.

We share their sorrows and their triumphs. We share too their disappointments with

the shortage of aircraft or of spares and one day we hope that we may share their

pleasure at a full and adequate supply of all they need.

But today the urge is to produce more and more and better and better. Not only

aeroplanes themselves but weapons, bombs, radio, and all those innumerable aids to

warfare which today find their way into our modern fighter and bomber aircraft. And

never forget that to make spare parts is often more useful though perhaps less showy
than to complete an aeroplane, Plentiful spare parts mean a quicker return to the

fighting line; their absence spells disappointment and frustration for our airmen.

We would not tolerate the same strict discipline in our factories at home as is

necessary in the fighting line, but this very fact imposes on each of us a more

difficult obligation. Under rigid discipline there is not the same need for the

individual to make up his or her mind or judge his or her personal convenience or

preference against the obligations of duty. The soldier, the sailor and the airman

obey their orders without question. But in industry it is different. There is

more freedom for the individual in his or her daily actions. Constantly you are

called on to choose between your duty to your country, to be punctual, to attend your

work, or to apply yourself fully to your job, and your personal inclination or the

rival calls of shopping or amusement.

If the call of your duty triumphs, as it does daily in a great majority of cases,

it is because you have a full appreciation of the vital importance of the work you

are asked to do. But there are still some who voluntarily absent themselves

causing unnecessary delays in production or who, in other ways, hold back the vital

flow of aeroplane construction, and these I ask to consider their special respons-

ibility - beyond that to their employer, the Government, or a Minister to those

relations and friends, to those young follow citizens who are depending upon them

for the means with which to fight the enemy.

Looked at quite soberly and without the least exaggeration the fact is that

every hour lost of man or woman’s work delays the coming of victory. If there had

been no such unnecessary losses in the last year we should now have a considerably

greater force of aeroplanes and that loss of time has been made up of tens of

thousands of individual cases of neglected duty. If for instance at this Christmas

time when you mil all get a very well-deserved holiday of two days, you were to

extend it by one more day - and if you do others will do the same
- then we should

have to the hour of our victory, and we should be re extensible for further

casualties on our fellow men which will be avoided if we stick to our job.
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Don’t let them down. That must be our motto and if you will stick to it I
too will do my best. Remember too that however hard the other fellow works
whether he is skilled or unskilled, an administrator or a manager, the job Won’t
be done as it should be done without, your effort. One slacker may spoil all the
good work done by a. whole team. It’s, you workers who produce the goods. And
the more regularly you work the better vdll be the production#

But the responsibility of the managements and of the administrators is also
great. Wo in the Ministry of Aircraft production must do all -we can to administer

the industry so that your work is not wasted* .. I would ask those of you, who are in

managerial positions to. see to it that your factories work smoothly, and that the
work is well planned, for inefficiency in is as great a breach,,of your

duty to the country, as absenteeism amongst the workers and it will have an, even

wider effect on production,

To the Directors I would say that any of .you who do not devote yourselves
wholeheartedly and energetically to supervising and inspiring your staffs, giving

your whole effort and energy to the work are as much, or perhaps because •of your

great responsibility,more to blame, than others. The country cannot afford to and

vdll nob tolerate the waste of, labour either by absenteeism or through bad

direction or management.

We have now reached the time when the inflow of fresh labour to our aircraft

industry will : gradually dry up and yet 'we must continue to cos-and our production
ao as to expedite our victory,

How are we to do it? Not by longer hours, that only leads to exhaustion

and inefficiency, except very occasionally for some special job of great urgency.

No, we must improve our methods-and cut out all waste of labour - and, let

me say, of materials too.

Here is where the Joint Production Committees can help.

In every factory there should be a properly run committee in which the workers,
the technicians' and the- management take part, where efficiency and economy of labour

can be constantly under review.

If in your factory the Joint production Committee is not working satisfactorily
or if there is no Joint production Committee you should get your Trade Union to sec

to it at .once. Every keen worker vdll be a member of his or her Trade Union for

it is through the Trade Union that you vdll ensure fair terms and, conditions in

yourwork and avoid friction and trouble between employer and worker.

I shall always be only too anxious to get advice and help from the workers

through their Trade Unions, and I shall always be ready to meet the officials of

the Unions and discuss your problems with them.

I know what a great contribution the workers and technicians can make to the

smooth and efficient running of their factories, and I want that contribution

generously and thoughtfully given. The Joint production Committees provide such

a channel of contribution and that is why I am most, anxious that they should

function fully and properly in every factory which comes under my Department.

Things won’t always go smoothly; the rush and hurry of wartime production has

its difficulties; materials may be short for a time rr an accident or lack of care

in some other factory may cause, you, to be held up occasionally, but when, you meet

these annoyances just think a moment of our casualty lists, of the people of

Stalingrad, of those fighting in New Guinea or China and of those who fight for us

on the secret battlefields in the occupied territories. Then you will realise

that difficulties exist only to be overcome, annoyances only to be swept aside, and

that hard though your work may be it is the easier part of our struggle, for victory#

Wc must all from top to bottom work with a vdll and a determination in the

interests of our country and not of ourselves or our particular companies or any

other sectional organisation.

/There has been
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There has been too great a tendency in some quarters to look towards sectional

post-war interests, such, an outlook can not help to win the war. No individual,
no class, no company matters compared to the overriding importance of a quick and

complete victory.

You may think that this sounds as if I did not care for the future - I do most

passionately - and that is why I am all out to van the war as quickly as we can and

why I want all of you to feel intensely keen and anxious to lose no single minute

in reaching victory.

We are not fighting this war because we like fighting, you are not working

long hours and living sometimes in difficult and inconvenient circumstances just
for the fun of practising austerity. The people of this country have made and are

making enormous sacrifices, as have our allies, for the very definite purpose of

preventing the overthrow of democracy by the Nazis and Fascists and thus to win

bettor, happier, and higher standards of living when the war is over.

Our reward, the, reword to our fighting men, will be the new Britain that

between us we must create after the war. That is what we arc striving for and

that is why we are now prepared to give all our energy to maxing the victory.

The building of aeroplanes and the fighting of them ore very practical acts

of endeavour and of danger, but the spirit that produces those aeroplanes rapidly
and faultlessly and that makes our airmen the finest in the world is the free spirit
of hope and youth and progress.

You and I are determined upon a new Britain when victory has been won, we are

prepared to make great sacrifices for it and we shall work together now in war and

then in peace to transform what are now our hopes into realities.

I am now absorbed in a technical and complex administrative job and have not

the ’task of planning for the future, but members of the War Cabinet have told us

that social security is the main motive of our national life; that we must all be

prepared to put a great driving force behind the effort to get rid of unemployment;
that we must co-operate to get rid of misery, insecurity and slumdom andto achieve

universal education. Never again, we have been told, must we tolerate chronic

unemployment, theextremes of wealth and poverty or the lack of opportunity for so

many, features which have disfigured our national life in the past. The future is

to be based on the utilisation of abundance and we ere not to go back to a

scarcity economy.

These are far reaching objectives with which I most wholeheartedly agree, I

have striven in the past and shall strive in the future to make them a reality in

our national life.

But there seems to be amongst a large section of our people a scepticism as

to whether we shall ever actually reach these objectives, or whether they will

remain empty hopes.
Such an attitude reminds me of those who always look to a Fuhrer to give them

the benefits of progress. It implies a lack of confidence in, our own democratic

will and in our own powers.

Progress, like the victory which must precede it, will only come from the

continuous efforts and evolution of a determined people.

You, who have shown yourselves strong end courageous to fight back.against

our enemies and to wrest victory from defeat, will surely not lack the .confidence

and vail power to attain these objectives for a New Britain when the war. is over.

Those objectives are an invitation, an encouragement to you to work hard now

for victory and to work hard too for a prosperous, just and equal society after the war

Their achievement mil not depend upon the speeches of Ministers or the

publications of reports but on the action of the British people, when the time comes

for that action to be taken.

Our capacity for production will be immense, you are now engaged in building it

up for the purposes of war. The war has once again shown us how much we can achieve

when we mil. If we have the same will power when peace comes we can accomplish

even greater results.

You are confident now in your power to win through - against great odds.

Managers, technicians, workers production committees, Trade Unions, are all

organized and determined for victory; give every ounce of will power and

determination that you possess to get through with the fighting quickly

victoriously and then we can devote ourselves with no less energy to the building

of our New Britain, which wo will make worthy of all the years of sacrifice and a

living example of true progress to the whole world.

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
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